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ഛ ᐚխᖂՕᄗਢؾছ່ᗑऱᖂீΖष
Εᓰ࿓Εஃسյ೯ΔᑌᑌຟᗑΖ༓լ
ױ౨ᝫڶԫࢬᖂீٵڕഛᐚΖ
ഛᐚխᖂ࣍ۯ۵ඒሐխΔڼڂᖂ
سऱسፖᖂڇԫଡ㵵ؓࡉԾڜ䈌ऱष
ΖΔኙԱΜڶԫଡࠏ؆Δ֞າࠨۘऱ
ᜢڶழᄎ܃חᤚৰᅀΔ֠ࠡਢەڇᇢ
ऱጹᣂᙰΔܘڇإԺנބऱ؆ླྀڶ༓
ଡሽऱழଢΖ
ᓰ࿓ᒤൕؚ݄ΰԫ౨ᚦᇖጕఠऱړ
ழၴαࠩإൄᓰ࿓ΔࠏڕᑇᖂΕઝᖂΕᖵ
Δޢఄؓ݁ڶԶۯᖂسΔࢬ۔אஃଚ
ࠄشڍאױழၴࠐᚥٵܗᖂࢬނᖂऱᄗ࢚ף
Ζ՛ఄऱᚌរ༉ਢ۔ஃवሐۯޢᖂسऱ࿓
৫Δڼڂ౨ղᔞ৫ऱᓰ؆᎖ᖄΖ
ഛᐚխᖂΔፖฒլٵΔਢ࣍ڇඒᖄᖂس
৻ᑌԳΔړֆاΔڶᐚृΔ۔ஃߪא
܂ঞقᒤࠀਐإᖂسመᙑΖޓܑृΔᝫڶ
ଡڶᖲል༼ࠎ֟حڣृΔຘመ೯ࣚ
೭ऱ᧯᧭Δࠌᖂ֘ݺ۞ڶسઊऱ़ၴΖ
ഛᐚխᖂඒᖄᖂسቸၷ܂ٽፖ۞ܘݺ
ԺऱૹࢤΖᤝڇڕԫଡᓰ؆೯խΔፘ
ᚊ౨چפګ।ዝΔլ౨֟ຏԺ܂ٽፖ
۞ٺऱܘԺΖޢ࣠ڕଡԳຟࠃࠡ۩ٺΔլ
वڕ۶܂ٽΔᖞଡ।ዝ༉ᄎ႖ګԫቸΖܛ
ࠌؚᤃՈᏁቸၷ܂ٽፖᚈৈΔհ
ၴթ౨नٺڤٺנᑌऱक़ᑌΔຑ່ഗءऱ
ႚړՈਢڼڕΖ
! ߛߜፖഛᐚխᖂլ܀ಳޣᖂՂऱ
࠱။ΔٵழՈഛ塄ᖂړߜسऱᐚΖٵڕ
ඒࡲඒ۔ஃࢬᎅऱΚψ܃ଚലࠐष
ᄎऱརᑚωΖ
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eveloping Virtue School (DVS) is probably the most unique
school that ever existed. It is unique in many ways - the
community, classes, students, and teachers – there’s probably no
other school like Developing Virtue.
DVS is located in the heart of a monastic community so
students live and study in a peaceful and quiet community …umm
except for the cacophony of screeches from the peacocks that tend
to be extremely annoying especially when you are trying to figure
out how many electrons are in the outer shell of helium on a test.
The classes range from meditation (a fine time to catch up on
sleep!) to regular classes like math, science, history, etc. The average
class size is about eight, I think, so teachers can help those who
need more time to understand certain concepts. The advantage of
having a small class is that the teacher knows each student’s level so
extra tutoring is available.
The one thing that separates this school from others is that it
teaches the students how to be a person, a good citizen, a person with
moral values. The teachers show the students how to be a person of
character by being examples themselves and correcting our mistakes.
Then again, there’s the “Organic Farm” for “juvenile delinquents”
(read more about it in the first issue of DVBS Times).
DVS teaches students that communication and effort is also
important. In one of the extracurricular activities, dragon dance,
teamwork and communication is essential to be able to pull of
certain stunts. If everyone does his own thing and doesn’t know
how to coordinate his moves with everyone else, then the whole
team would just trip over each other and it’d be a complete fiasco.
Or in basketball, in order to run certain plays or even to swing the
ball smoothly within the team, there needs to be teamwork and
communication among the players.
DVS not only wants students to strive for academic excellence
but to also build good character and become, as my former junior
high World Religions teacher puts it, “the pillars of society.”
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